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Data security is an important area of concern for every computer system owner. An intrusion detection
system is a device or software application that monitors a network or systems for malicious activity or
policy violations. Already various techniques of artificial intelligence have been used for intrusion
detection. The main challenge in this area is the running speed of the available implementations. In this
research work, we present a hybrid approach which is based on the “linear discernment analysis” and
the “extreme learning machine” to build a tool for intrusion detection. In the proposed method, the
linear discernment analysis is used to reduce the dimensions of data and the extreme learning machine
neural network is used for data classification. This idea allowed us to benefit from the advantages of
both methods. We implemented the proposed method on a microcomputer with core i5 1.6 GHz
processor by using machine learning toolbox. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed
method, we run it on a comprehensive data set concerning intrusion detection. The data set is called
KDD, which is a version of the data set DARPA presented by MIT Lincoln Labs. The experimental
results were organized in related tables and charts. Analysis of the results show meaningful
improvements in intrusion detection. In general, compared to the existing methods, the proposed
approach works faster with higher accuracy.
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1. INTRODUCTION1
Before organizations attempt to use computer systems
seriously, they require enough security assurance for
their data. According to former and recent surveys, the
main challenges in this regard consist of security,
performance and availability; among these, security
always has been the most important one. Intrusion
detection and prevention are the main mechanisms in
providing network security.
Intrusion detection systems are responsible for
identifying and detection of any unauthorized usage of
the system and abuse or harm caused by any internal or
external user.
Due to the importance of security, different studies
have been conducted concerning this issue [1, 2]. The
more remarkable have focused on applying artificial
intelligence methods such as neural networks, pattern
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recognition and meta-heuristic algorithms. Next, we will
introduce and discuss some of the relevant ones [3, 4].
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Ramteke et al. [5] proposed a method based on using
fuzzy clustering and neural networks. The volume of
data is one of the main issues in intrusion detection
systems; to overcome this challenge, they proposed a
multithread intrusion detection system. Their system
can process large volumes of data without much of data
loss. They divide the training data into a number of
subsets and then use a fuzzy clustering technique to
train neural networks for each of the subsets. Although
they have gained some valuable results, but their
method suffer from several shortcomings like: it needs
intensive human intervention, requires to set the
network parameters by trial and error, it is slow in
training and poor in learning scalability .
In another research, Kannan et al. [6] presented a
new model for intrusion detection. They used a
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combination of a genetic algorithm which was based on
feature selection along with a fuzzy support vector
machine which was introduced by Lin [7]. Their
proposed model include four modules for 1-User
Interface 2-Feature Selection 3-Classification and 4Prevention. The user interface module, collects network
data from the KDD dataset; the feature selection module
selects necessary features using genetic algorithms. The
classification module uses a fuzzy SVM to classify the
selected data; while the prevention module determines
whether the decision made by the classification module
is valid or not. Since they reduce number of features,
classification is accomplished faster.
In another attempt, Goztepe proposed a fuzzy expert
system for cyber-attacks detection [8]. Construction of
his fuzzy expert system consists of: defining the
variables of the expected expert system, collection of
the data which is concerned with cyber-attacks, system
design and its imple-mentation.
The proposed system can successfully detect attacks
of the already known types. The main drawback of the
intrusion detection by suing such an expert system is
that although it works very well in detection of already
known forms of attacks, but it doesn‟t work properly
when facing unknown and infrequently happening
attacks.
Theseen and kumar [1] have used a combination of
chi-square method for feature selection and the multi
class SVM method for data classification. Chi-square is
a numeric test that measures association between
variables. It can also be used to test the association
between one or more groups of variables. This methods
consists of 7 steps: 1. Data normalization, 2. Generate
feature subset using rank based Chi-square feature
selection, 3. Train the SVM model on the validation set
to obtain different kernel parameter gamma and
overfitting constant C, 4. Select the optimal parameter
pair C and gamma with best cross validation accuracy,
5. Train the SVM model on the training set with optimal
parameter pair, 6. Predict the label for the test data set,
7. Evaluation of performance metrics.
In our proposed method, while we try to preserve the
advantages of the existing systems, we have tried to
avoid their disadvantages.
3. THE PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed solution is a hybrid method comprising of
the linear discernment analysis and the extreme learning
machine neural net-work. Since reduction of training
time is an important factor in intrusion, we try to obtain
this by using LDA and ELM neural network in a
cooperating way. Figure 1 shows the training process in
our proposed intrusion detection system.

Dataset Data
Data Normalization
Data Dimension Reduction
Using LDA

Data Classification Using ELM

Data Type
Figure 1. The proposed method.

3. 1. Data Normalization
The first step of our
proposed method, as shown in Figure 1, is dedicated to
data normalization. It takes the dataset data as input and
gives the normalized data at its output. The domain of
the obtained normalized data would be between zero
and one. Data normalization spreads the data according
to its highest possible value and then maps them into a
0,1 interval. This phase would minimize the scaling side
effects.
3. 2. Data Dimension Reduction
The second
phase of the proposed method is data dimension
reduction. It is accomplished by using the linear
discernment analysis method. Input of this section is the
normalized data and its output would be the
dimensionally reduced data with the corresponding
scatter matrix. This matrix will be used later to reduce
dimension of the test data.
Data Dimension is the number of variables measured
in each observation. In the process of knowledge
extraction, in many cases, only some of the data features
can play a role. For this reason, in many cases, data
dimension reduction is considered to be very important.
In this regard, feature selection and feature extraction
are the mostly used methods. In feature selection
methods, a subset of the features, which are supposed to
have a high impact, are selected. Genetic algorithm is
one of the most important techniques being used for
feature selection. The main drawback of using genetic
algorithm for this purpose is its time-consuming
characteristic [9].
The feature extraction methods, create fewer features
by combining values of existing features in such a way
that the obtained features include all (or most of) the
initial features [10]. These methods are divided into
linear and nonlinear methods. Linear methods are
simpler and easier to understand. They try to map the
data into a space with less dimension. Principle
component analysis (PCA) [11] and linear discernment
analysis (LDA) [12] are two of the main important of
these linear feature extraction methods.
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The LDA method is similar to PCA from this respect
that they both try to find a linear combinations of the
variables which could best explain the data. These
methods also comprise a substantial difference. In LDA,
difference between classes are modeled while in PCA
difference between classes are ignored. In other words,
LDA is a supervised method while PCA is an
unsupervised method.
Figure 2 shows the differences between LDA and
PCA methods. LDA looks for a line that separates two
classes in the best way. This line is shown by „LDA‟
label, while PCA looks for a line that has maximum
variance associated with it. This line is shown by the
„PCA‟ label. LDA tries to find a linear space with
minimum in class difference and maximum distance
between two classes [13].
3. 3. Data Classification
In the third part of the
proposed method, we perform data classification using
ELM [13] neural network. The ELM neural network
was trained with the reduced data obtained from the
former phase.
Output of ELM shows the class of the input data;
normal or type of the attack. The system is trained with
a set of n input vectors X along with their related output
vectors T; where,

X  {x 1 , x 2 ,..., x n } ,T  {t1 , t 2 ,..., t n }
This lets us predict the output for unseen data vectors.
In computational intelligence, the feed forward neural
network and support vector machine have considered to
be the major techniques for data classification. Both of
these classification methods are involved with some
challenging issues such as slow training, need of human
intervene, lake of scalability and poor learning
capability. The ELM model is used for single-hidden
layer feed forward neural networks and it could
overcome the mentioned challenges. In ELM the hidden
layer doesn‟t need to be tuned and a hidden node in it
can be a sub network of several nodes. ELM output is
calculated by Equation (1) [14].

Figure 2. PCA and LDA methods in separation of two classes
of data with Gaussian distribution [15]
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where,   [1 ,..., L ]T is the edge weight matrix which
connects the hidden nodes to the output nodes and
h (x )  [ g 1 (x ),..., g L (x )] are outputs of hidden nodes for
input x, and g i (x ) is output of ith node in hidden layer.
For the N given training samples {(x i , t i )}iN1 the
value of  is calculated by Equation (2).
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where, H  [hT (x 1 ),..., hT (x N )]T and the target labels
are: T  [t1 ,..., t N ]T .
4. IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented the proposed method on a microcomputer with 4 GB RAM, and i5 CPU. In order to
evaluate its performance, we run it on KDD dataset.
This dataset has been created by Tavallaee et al. [15],
and was widely used in evaluation of intrusion detection
systems. The KDD was created from the DARPA
intrusion detection system. DARPA consists of about 4
GB of compressed data obtained from tcp-dump of
network traffic, during 7 weeks. In order to evaluate
speed and accuracy of the proposed method, we
implemented it along with SVM and MLP methods
under the same conditions, then we compared the
obtained results.
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We run our method on 494366 samples of the KDD
dataset which were classified in 21 classes. Table 1
shows the distribution of the samples.
TABLE 1. Distribution of samples in each KDD dataset
class
Class
number

Nr. of
members

Class
number

Nr. of
members

1

97277

12

21

2

30

13

8

3

9

14

2203

4

3

15

12

5

107201

16

1589

6

281138

17

4

7

53

18

231

8

264

19

7

9

979

20

20

10

1040

21

1020

11

1247

22

10
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Each instance of KDD dataset includes 40 features.
These features are shown in Table 2.
In the first experiment, SVM, MLP and ELM are
compared with each other without using data dimension
reduction. Table 3 shows the results of this experiment.

TABLE 2. The Sample Features in KDD dataset
Feature Number

Feature Name

1

duration

2

protocol_type

3

service

4

src_byte

5

dst_byte

6

flag

7

land

8

wrong_fragment

9

urgent

10

hot

11

num_failed_logins

12

logged_in

13

num_compromised

14

root_shell

15

su_attempted

16

num_root

17

num_file_creations

18

num_shells

19

num_access_shells

20

num_outbound_cmds

21

is_guest_login

22

Count

23

serror_rate

24

rerror_rate

25

same_srv_rate

26

diff_srv_rate

27
28

The results show average of using the K-Fold
method with k=10 on the dataset. The Accuracy was
obtained using Equation (3).
Accuracy = (TP + FN) / (TP+FP+FN+TN)

(3)

According to the results presented in Table 3, SVM runs
faster than the other two methods. We expected this
because SVM classification is accomplished in a binary
manner; which is, data is divided into two categories;
the category which include the items belonging to that
class and the category which include the other items.
Also, MLP neural network runs slower than ELM
because it uses the back propagation learning algorithm.
In the second experiment, we run ELM against our
proposed method which suggests to combine ELM with
LDA. Results of this experiment are shown in Table 4.
The needed training time is much less for the
combined method and for the accuracy, we can see a
slight of decline. It‟s because of the mapping which is
used by LDA to project the data to a line.
We may try to compare performance of our approach
with the very recently published method proposed by
Theseen and Kumar [1]. It should be noted that this
comparison should be done with caution, because our
proposed approach is based on data dimension
reduction, while their method is based on feature
selection. They have used a variant of the KDD dataset
in their experiments. Performance of their proposed
method is shown in Table 5.
Comparing Table 5 with Table 4, shows that in
terms of accuracy their feature selection based method
works slightly better than our LAD+ELM method, but
our method is much faster than theirs.
TABLE 3. Accuracy / speed of SVM, MLP and ELM
Method Name

Accuracy (percent)

Train Time (s)

SVM

80

200

srv_count

MLP

92

20

srv_serror_rate

ELM

98

9

29

srv_rerror_rate

30

srv_diff_host_rate

31

dst_host_count

32

dst_host_srv_count

33

dst_host_same_srv_count

34

dst_host_diff_srv_count

35

dst_host_same_src_port_rate

36

dst_host_srv_diff_host_rate

37

dst_host_serror_rate

38

dst_host_srv serror rate

39

dst_host_rerror_rate

40

dst_host_srv_rerror_rate

TABLE 4. Comparing our method vs. ELM
Method Name

Accuracy(percent)

Training Time (s)

ELM

98

9

LDA+ELM

97.5

5

TABLE 5. The result of Chi-square feature selection
Method Name
chi-squarefeature selection
and multi class SVM

Accuracy(perc
ent)

Train and test
Time (s)

98

10235
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
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Nowadays, computers are being used extensively;
therefore security is of more and more importance. This
research showed how combining LDA and ELM could
yield an efficient method for intrusion detection. We
used LDA as an efficient method for data dimension
reduction; while among different methods introduced
for data classification, we used ELM because of its
desired specifications. Experimental results show that
this combination leads to a significant improvement in
performance, comparing to the basic SVM and MLP
methods.
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 دستگاُ یا ًشم، یک سيستن تطخيص ًفَر.اهٌيت دادُّا یکی اص هْنتشیي ًگشاًیّای ّش داسًذُ یک سيستن کاهپيَتشی است
 تطخيص ٍ هواًعت اص ًفَر غيش هجاص یکی اص.افضاسی است کِ هشاقب سيستن کاهپيَتشی دس قبال عوليات خشابکاساًِ هیباضذ
 دس ایي سابطِ قبالً ساّکاسّای هفيذی اسائِ ضذُ است کِ با تَجِ بِ گستشش سيستنّا.ساّکاسّای تأهيي اهٌيت دادُّا هیباضذ
ِ دس ایي هقالِ یک سٍش تلفيقی ک. سٍشّایی با سشعت باالتش ٍ دقت بيطتشی سا گَضضد هیکٌٌذ،ٍ افضایص حجن تبادل دادُّا
 اسائِ هی،الگَسیتن «آًاليض تفکيکپزیشی خطی» ٍ ضبکِ عصبی «هاضيي یادگيشی سشیع» سا دس تعاهل با یکذیگش بِ کاس هیگيشد
 دس ایي سابطِ الگَسیتن آًاليض تفکيک پزیشی خطی. بْشُ بشدى اص هضایای ّش دٍ سٍش بَدُ است،ُ ّذف اص تلفيق یاد ضذ.گشدد
 سٍش پيطٌْادی سٍی یک هيکشٍکاهپيَتش با. ایفای ًقص هیکٌٌذ،بشای کاّص ابعاد دادُ ٍ ضبکِ عصبی بِ هٌظَس طبقِبٌذی
، بِ هٌظَس اسصیابی عولکشد سٍش پيطٌْادی.پشداصًذُ پٌج ّستِای ٍ با بِکاسگيشی جعبِ ابضاس یادگيشی هاضيي پيادُساصی گشدیذ
ٍ ِ تَسط داًطگاُ کاليفشًيا اسائ،ُ ایي هجوَعِ داد.بشًاهِ هَسد ًظش سٍی یک هجوَعِی دادُ هبٌایی تطخيص ًفَر اجشا گشدیذ
 ًتایج آصهایطی دس. هعشفی ٍ بکاس گشفتِ ضذُ است،دس هسابقات تطخيص ًفَر بييالوللی بِعٌَاى دادُ استاًذاسد ٍ هحک
. حکایت اص بْبَد دس سشعت ٍ دقت تطخيص ًفَر داسد، تحليل ًتایج.جذاٍل ٍ ًوَداسّای هشتبط ساهاًذّی ضذًذ
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